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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that if G is a finite group of degree preserving automorphisms of R, 
the ring of n x n generic matrices over a field of characteristic zero generated by 
d > 1 elements, then the fixed ring Rc can never be generated by d elements unless 
n = 1 and G is a quasireflection group. As a consequence, for n > 1, R” is never a 
generic matrix ring. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be an infinite field and V a finite dimensional vector space over F. 
If a finite group G acts on V, the action can be extended to the tensor algebra 
F(V). If T = T,,(V) is the ideal in F(V) of identities satisfied by n X n 
matrices over F, then T is G-invariant. Hence G acts on R = F(V)/T, the 
ring of n x n generic matrices over F. It is of some interest to determine the 
properties of the fixed ring RG = {r~R(r~=r tlgEG}. In this note, we 
prove the following two results: 
THEOREM A. Let F be field of characteristic zero and G a nontrivial 
finite subgroup of GL(V), where V is a vector space of dimension d > 1 over 
F. Set R = F(V)/T,,(V). If n > 1, then RG cannot be generated by d 
elements (as an Falgebra). 
THEOREM B. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem A. Then RC is not 
isomorphic to a ring of generic matrices. 
If one only assumes F is infinite and IGI # 0 in F, then the same proof 
applies almost unchanged. We do not know if the assumption that (G( z 0 is 
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necessary. However, it is shown (Proposition 4) that RG is a ring of generic 
matrices if and only if it can be generated by d elements (with no assumption 
on the invertibility of ]G]). 
If A is an F-algebra, let d(A) denote the cardinality of a minimal 
generating set for A. Of course, if n = 1 (i.e., R = F[x,,.. ., xd] is the ring of 
commutative polynomials), then d(Zl’) is always finite, and it is a classical 
result of Chevalley [l] and Shephard and Todd [13] that d( RG) = d if and 
only if G is a quasireflection group (i.e., G is generated by elements which 
centralize a hyperplane). See also Steinberg [14] for a different approach. 
Moreover, if R is the tensor algebra, then d(R’) is infinite, unless G consists 
of scalars (see [2] or [4]). For n > 1, d(RG) can be infinite (Formanek [9, 
Example 7.11) or finite (Montgomery and Passman [9, Example 7.21). 
Kharchenko [4] has proved Theorems A and B for G abelian. 
The note is organized as follows. In Section 2, some general preliminary 
results are obtained. The proof of the theorems are given in the last section. 
The main idea is to reduce to the case where G is a quasireflection group (as 
suggested by Formanek). We then use the classification of these groups (see 
Mitchell [7] for the primitive groups and also Shephard and Todd [13], Table 
VII]). It is perhaps interesting to note that if the representation of G is 
defined over a real field, then the classification is not needed (most quasire- 
flection groups, including the Weyl groups, are defined over the reals). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this section, F will denote a field of arbitrary characteristic. 
LEMMA 1. Let S be an F-algebra, and G a finite subgroup of Aut rS 
with IGI # 0 in F. Zf I is a G-inuariant ideal of S, then the canonical map 
SC + (S/Z)’ is surjectiue. In particular, d((S/Z)G) < d(Sc). 
Proof. G acts completely reducibly on S. n 
LEMMA 2. Let S = 03 Si, i >, 0, be a Z+-graded F-algebra with S, = F. 
SetZ=S+= @Si, i>O. 
(i) d(S) = dim Z/Z2 (if either is finite). 
(ii) There exist homogeneous elements yl,. . . , y,, d = d(S), such that 
S=F(y,,...,y,). 
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Proof. Since Z/Z2 is an F-vector space spanned by the generators of S 
(which we can assume are in I), d(S) > dim Z/Z2 = d. We prove (i) and (ii) 
simultaneously. Choose homogeneous elements elements yi, . . . , y, such that 
{ yi + Z2 11~ i < d } is a basis for Z/Z2. This possible because Z is a homoge- 
neous ideal. Set S’ = F( yl,. . . , yd). Since each yi is homogeneous, S’= @S[, 
i 2 0, where S/ = Si f~ S’. Let J be the ideal in S’ generated by { yr, . . . , yd }. 
Then Z=J+Z2,andbyinduction,if Z=J+Z’, then Z=J+(J+Z’)2=J+ 
z’+‘. Thus s, = (_Z1- I”+’ )n S, = J n S, = SA. Hence S = S’, and the result 
follows. n 
In the next two results. assume F is infinite. 
LEMMA 3. Suwose R = F(V)/T, T = T,,(V), is the ring of generic 
n X n matrices, and G is a finite subgroup of GL(V). Zf V = V,@VC, where 
each V, is G-invariant, then d(R’)>/ d(Ry)+ d(R$), where Ri = 
F(V,)/T,,(Y). 
Proof. Since T is a homogeneous ideal of F(V), R is a graded F-algebra 
with R, = F. Moreover, since G preserves degrees, so is RG. 
Now choose minimal sets of homogeneous generators { ei } and { 4} for 
Rf and Rg, respectively. By Lemma 2, it suffices to show { ei}U{ 4} is 
linearly independent modulo Z2, where Z = ( Rc)+ = R+ n RG. Suppose Caiei 
+C/3jfi~Z2, where ai,/3,eF. Let ql:R+R1 be defined by $i(v)=v if 
v E Vi and #i(v) = 0 if v E V,. Note 4 1 is homomorphism of graded algebras 
which commutes with the action of G. Thus 1c/i( I) = I, and $1(Z2) = Zf, 
where I, = R: n RF = (RF)‘. Hence Caiei E Zf. By the minimality of { ei} 
and Lemma 2, this implies (Y~ = 0. Similarly, pj = 0, and the result follows. n 
We next prove the equivalence of Theorems A and B. Kharchenko [3] has 
proved (iii) =. (i) and (ii) under the additional hypothesis that RG is isomor- 
phic to generic matrices of the same size. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R = F(V)/T,,(V), where dimV= d. Suppose G is 
a finite subgroup of CL(V). The following are equivalent: 
(i) d( Rc) < d. 
(ii) RG = R (as Fulgebras). 
(iii) RG is isomorphic to a ring of generic matrices. 
Proof. Consider the following realization of R: R = F( X,, . . . , X,), where 
X, is the n X n matrix with entries xijk. Here { xijk} are a set of commuting 
independent variables. Let Z = Z(R). Since f E Z implies any evaluation of 
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f is a scalar matrix, f itself is a scalar matrix in M,(F[ xij,J). Since R has a 
quotient division ring Z’R = D (cf. [ll, p. 48]), D embeds in M,(F(rijk)). 
Let 1+ g E G. We claim g is an outer automorphism of D. If not, then 
rg=drd-1forsomed~DforanyrER.SinceD=RZ~’,wecanassume 
d E R. Now X% =xaiXj. However, trace(X(kp)= trace(Xk), and since the 
{trace(X,)} are F linearly independent, it follows that Xf = X,, and so g = 1. 
Since D is finite dimensional over C = Z(D) (cf. [ll, p. 481) by Skolem- 
Noether G acts faithfully on C. By the Galois theory of division rings [3, 
Theorem 11, [D: DC] = [CD’: D] = ]G] and so D = D’%. Thus R and R” 
have the same PI degree. Moreover, Z(R’) = ZG, and so Z and ZG have the 
same transcendence degree over F (since Z is integral over Zc). Note that Z 
has finite transcendence degree, since Z is a subalgebra of F[ xijk]. 
Now (i) or (iii) implies there is a surjection from R onto RG or vice versa. 
Thus R s RG/P or RG = R/P for some prime ideal P. If P # 0, then [ll, p. 
1151 implies the center of the image has strictly smaller transcendence degree 
(indeed, the transcendence degree of the center is the KrnU dimension [ll, p. 
1781). Thus P = 0, and RG E R as desired. n 
One can use the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension in place of the KruU dimen- 
sion or transcendence degree in the argument above (indeed, these alI 
coincide). By properties of the GK dimension, it is obvious that GK( R') < 
GK(R) = GK( 0) = GK(C) = GK(C’) = GK(ZG), and so all dimensions 
coincide [GK(S) is the GK dimension of S]. Moreover, for a domain of finite 
GK dimension, the GK dimension of any proper homomorphic image strictly 
decreases. However, one still needs the fact that R and RG have the same PI 
degree. 
The hypothesis that G acts linearly on V is not necessary. By [6] or [lo] all 
automorphisms of R are X-outer (i.e., are outer on Z-'R). Now proceed as 
above. 
3. THE PROOF 
Assume F is a field of characteristic 0. Suppose R = F(V)/T,,(V) with 
d = dimV > 1 and n > 1. Let G be a nontrivial finite subgroup of GL(V). 
Assume d( RG) < d (or equivalently, RC E R). Moreover, assume n is minimal. 
(1) 12 = 2. 
Proof. If n > 2, set S = F(V)/T,. Then d(SG)< d(R') by Lemma 1. 
Hence by minimality n = 2. n 
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(2) G is not abelian. 
Proof. This follows from Kharchenko [4, Theorem 31. Alternatively, by 
extending the scalars, we can assume G acts diagonally on V. By Lemma 3, it 
suffices to assume dimV = 2. Choose minimal positive integers a and b with 
X”, Y b E RG, where {X, Y } is a basis of eigenvectors for V. Clearly, X” and 
Y b are independent modulo I 2, where Z = R+ n RC. Thus by (the proof of) 
Lemma 2, if d( Rc) = d(R) = 2, then RG = F( X”, Y b). Since G # 1, we can 
assume a > 1; then X”-’ Y ‘X E RG but is not in F( X”, Y ‘). n 
Now assume dimV = d is minimal. 
(3) G acts irreducibly on V. 
Proof. If not, V = V,@V,, where each y is Ginvariant, and without loss 
of generality d, = dimV, > 1. By Lemma 3, d, + d, = d = d(R’) > d(Rf)+ 
d(Rg)a d, + d,, where Ri is as in Lemma 3. Thus, d(RF)= di. Hence, by 
minimality, V is irreducible. n 
(4) G is a qua&reflection group, and RC = F( fi,. .., fd), where f, is 
homogeneous of degree m, and m, 6 m2 . . . < md are the uniquely de- 
termined degrees of the generating invariants of G acting on F[V] = S, the 
symmetric algebra of V. 
Proof. As in the proof of (l), d( SC) = d. Thus by Shephard and Todd 
[13], G is a quasireflection group. Moreover, by Lemma 2, Rc = F( fi, . . . , fd), 
where f; is homogeneous of degree mi. Since the fi map onto generators of 
SG of the same degree, the m,‘s are determined as in [13, Table VII, p. 3011. 
W 
If the representation of G is defined over a real field, the following easy 
argument will suffice (it is not even necessary to know that G is a quasireflec- 
tion group). 
(5) The real numbers are not a splitting field for the representation of G 
on v. 
Proof. If so, choose a basis X,,. . . , X, for V so that G acts via real 
matrices on V with respect to this basis. Set 
Y= c [xpq]2, 
gcG 
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where [A, B] = AB - BA. Note that Y E RC is a central invariant of degree 
4. Moreover, by substituting Xi = Ai, real 2 X 2 matrices with [A,, A,] f 0, 
A,=O, i>2, we see that [X,P, Xg] becomes A,[A,, A,] where X, is real. 
Moreover, A, = 1 and so Y # 0. However, RG = F( fi, . . . , fd), where 
degree fi = mi 2 2. Thus, any central homogeneous element of RG has degree 
2 2( m i + ma) > 8. This contradiction yields the result. n 
Most quasireflection groups (including the Weyl groups) are defined over 
the reals. However, in order to eliminate the others, we need to know all 
quasireflection groups. We follow the notation for these groups given in [13, 
Table VII]. 
(6) G + G(m, d, P>. 
Proof. Let xi,..., X, be a basis for V such that the action of G on V is 
given as in [13, Sections 2 and 61. Set 9 = m/p, 
Y= c 
0 E s, 
([ XOW’ x0,2,1 X o(3) . . . 
and 
z=~[xi,xj]“. 
i.j 
Then Y and 2 are in RG of degree dq and 2m, respectively. Since the 
degrees of the invariants for G on S=F[V] are m, 2m,...,(d -l)m,dq, it 
follows as in (5) that Y or Z P F( fi, . . . , fd), where fi’ is as in (4). n 
(7) dimV > 4. 
Proof. If d < 4, set 
where Xi,..., X, is a basis for V. Then Y” E Rc for X = ]det(G)]. Comparing 
the degree of Y A with the degrees of the invariants of G on F [ V] yields a 
contradiction as above. Note that Y A # 0, since d < 4. w 
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(8) G does not exist. 
Proof. By the classification of quasireflection groups and (l)-(7), G is 
one of five groups and d = 4, 5, or 6. We first consider G to be either (29) or 
(31) in [13, Table VII]. Then G contains a normal extraspecial subgroup H of 
order 32. Moreover, G/H 2 Z, X S,, 1= 5 or 6. In one case (I = 5) H fixes a 
unique line FY c [V, V]. Then Y2 E RC is a central invariant of degree 4. In 
the other case, [V, V] is the direct sum of six one dimensional H-invariant 
lines. Moreover, the characters on H are distinct for each line. Thus we can 
choose Y i, . . . , Ys on each line such that { + Y,, . . . , * Y, } is G-invariant, and 
so Y,2 + . . . + Yt is a central invariant of degree 4. Arguing as in (5) we see 
that d(R’) > 4. 
The three groups left are numbers (32) (33) and (34) in [13, Table VII]. 
In each case, we choose a G-orbit 0 in V and explicitly calculate that 
is a central invariant of degree 24. By examining the degrees of the invariants 
of G on F[V], we obtain the final contradiction. 0 is picked as follows: for 
(32) G = Sp,(3)~ Z,, take 0 = {(O,O,O, ifi)“} (see [12, page 951); for (33) 
G = PSp,(3)X Z,, take 0 = ((1, - l,O,O,O,O)G} (in this case, d = 5; how- 
ever, Todd [15, p. 3271 describes the representation on a six dimensional 
space W in which G acts on {(a,,...,a,)~W(Ca~=0}); and finally for 
(34) G’ a central extension of PSU,(S) and [G : G’] = 2, take 0 = 
{(I, I,. . . , I)G} (see [4, p. 4071). This completes the proofs of Theorems A 
and B. n 
Now assume only that ]G] # 0 in F. Then the representation of G on V 
comes from one in characteristic zero. To be more specific, there exists a 
complete discrete valuation ring D of characteristic zero with maximal ideal 
P such that 
(1) D/P = E is an extension of F, and 
(2) there exists a DGmodule M (which is free as a D-module) such that 
M/PM = V. 
To prove the theorems, it suffices to assume E = F. Then the generic n x n 
matrix ring D(V) maps onto F(V) in the obvious way. Since this map 
commutes with the trace of G, the fixed points of G on D(V) map onto 
F(V)G. We now argue as above (e.g., G must be quasireflection group, etc.) 
to complete the proof. The only added complication is to check that the 
invariants produced are nonzero in F( V ). This is clear except possibly for the 
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last three groups discussed (however, at worst there are finitely many bad 
characteristics). 
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